AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM DAAPcamps REGARDING SUMMER 2020:

We hope this message finds you and your family safe and healthy. The health, safety and well-being of DAAP students, FUTURE students, staff and faculty are our top priority during these uncertain times. Every decision made during this time reflects this fact. Therefore, the University of Cincinnati has recently announced that there will be no in-person instruction or programs held on our campus this summer.

Though we were aware that this was the probable and most responsible decision, we also knew that this would have a profound effect on our annual DAAPcamps experience. DAAPcamps, its annual participants, thousands of DAAPcamps alumni, and the entire DAAPcamps CREW ALL understand the impact of the in-person aspect of camp to the students who join us and to our college. We all share in the disappointment associated with not being able to gather together at DAAP to “Create What Will Be,” for our 10th summer in a row.

The studio and student-life elements of DAAPcamps are integral to the overwhelmingly positive outcome our campers experience while in our college home each summer. DAAP is a family and our campers and guests feel the importance of that unity when they are with us. The decision to cancel Summer ’20 DAAPcamps was overwhelmingly difficult for everyone involved, but we know it is the right one given all aspects of this unique situation.

However, we DO want you to join us VIRTUALLY in a variety of ways:

- Thursday, April 30th at 6:00pm our annual DAAPWORKS exhibition will launch virtually for the first time. By visiting daapworks.com on that date or thereafter, you can view the capstone work of our entire Class of 2020 from all disciplines! We are very excited about showcasing the resilience and talent of this special group of students.
- Stay connected to DAAPcamps via our Instagram @daapcamps
- Stay connected to all things DAAP @daap_uc

The DAAPcamps CREW wishes all of you the best this summer. We will miss your presence with us tremendously, but we hope to join with you next year. If you would like to be added to our ongoing DAAPcamps notification list or if you have any other questions or comments, please contact us at: daapcamps@ucmail.uc.edu. Please take good care!

Create What Will Be,

The DAAPcamps CREW